
MUSIC 3106 Dr. C. Ross
16th Century Counterpoint “Rules” (primarily based on Knud Jeppesen’s Counterpoint)

TWO-PART COUNTERPOINT

P   REAMBLE

Knud Jeppesen’s     Counterpoint    contains a wealth of information on writing vocal polyphony in the Palestrina style,
and I understand it was considered the best-researched text on the subject for many years after its publication.  Many other
fine textbooks on this topic are currently available, but I suspect many (or even all) owe some debt to Jeppesen’s research,
and his text remains eminently usable for a 16th-century counterpoint course today, although it should be supplemented with
numerous complete mass movements and motets by different composers from the period (which should be sung) to
illustrate (a) differences between Palestrina and his contemporaries (and predecessors), (b) the degree to which Jeppesen’s
guidelines are accurate, (c) context, and (d) form.  I have students form small groups – one to two per part – for the
purpose of singing various 2-, 3-, and 4-part selections from the period.  We typically sing at least 20 works if you include
motets sight-read by the entire class, and this, perhaps more than any text, gives students a feeling for the style, one with
which most have only a passing familiarity at the beginning of the course. (I use a marks-based incentive to ‘encourage’
students to sing, wherein students grade each other’s performances in class.)

 Interestingly, there are numerous examples of “rules violations” in the repertoire of the period (many Lassus 2-part
songs contain sequences, for example), and these are often the exact spots where many of us falter while sight-singing
through works (but not always; sequences, for example, are easy to sing).  The wonderful conclusion that we draw from
this is that, in spite of the dryness of a rules-based approach, there is a practical reason for every guideline, which, if
followed, will result in more natural (as in “easier to sing”) and beautiful counterpoint.  Speaking as a composer of
contemporary music, I can attest to the fact that this has a practical application in composing music in any style and of any
period.

A challenge in Jeppesen’s text, at least in the English translation, is that his writing style can be opaque for many.
I often had to re-read guidelines several times before their meaning sank in (not necessarily a bad thing), and the challenge
was increased by his use of a wide array of C-, G-, and F-clefs.  As a student, I would often copy out his examples using
more familiar treble G clef, alto C-clef, or bass F-clef instead.

While preparing for my doctoral comprehensive exam in counterpoint, I decided to summarize Jeppesen’s
guidelines in language that I could understand better, and this became the basis for the summary that is to follow.  I have
also used texts by Robert Gauldin and Peter Schubert in teaching this course, and I have periodically revised my rules
summaries to incorporate their ideas and expand the number of music examples.

This is not intended as a replacement for Jeppesen, or indeed of any other currently available text.  For one thing,
my summary is a bit dry, and each point requires explanation and illustrations.  However, I have used it as a supplement in
my teaching for about eighteen years, making many small modifications along the way (with more still to come; each time I
teach the course, it never fails that something that I thought was quite clear turns out to be otherwise), and it has proven to
be useful as a point-form summary of the guidelines for each species, as well as a useful aid in marking student
assignments; “5th-sp. M. 8” means that melody “rule” #8 from the fifth species has been violated, for example.  It saves me
having to write out the rule on a student’s work each time an error occurs, and it requires the student to re-read that
guideline if s/he wishes to understand the problem.  Students use this method for critiquing one another’s work in class as
well.

Finally, my summary contains some musical examples, but requires many more to facilitate understanding.  When
I present species guidelines in class I write short musical illustrations  on the blackboard, and/or ask students to make up
their own examples (which are then put on the board), and refer to examples in whatever text we happen to be using.

If you spot any errors, omissions, organizational weaknesses, or lack of clarity, kindly let me know so that I can
make improvements (you could use the “    Contact   ” form at my website, or    E-mail   me directly).
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F   IRST    S   PECIES    (one whole-note against each C.F. whole-note)   

Always indicate: (i) harmonic intervals, (ii)#s of steps vs. skips, (iii) #s of contrary vs. other motion, and (iv) melodic range.
Melody:
1. Melody should have a good sense of direction and an attractive, singable contour. Avoid meandering aimlessly, slow trills, etc.
2. RANGE:  Range helps define mode type (authentic vs. hypo-). The modal 8ve may be exceeded by a step at either end.
3. Aim for a melodic span of an octave (if the C.F. is short – i.e., fewer than ~10 notes – then at least a sixth).

4. HIGH NOTE in region should only occur only once (and, to a lesser degree, the low note as well).    Try        Mel.        Contour       anal     ysis   .
5. Aim to reach the high note toward the end of the melody, but never end on it; it is also preferable not to begin on it.
6. SKIPS:  Avoid skipping to or from the high note (or even a temporary high note in a grouping).
7. Mainly stepwise (a.k.a. conjunct) motion, with a judicious mix of leaps is best (at least 50% steps in this species).
8. CONTAINMENT:  (i) Skips should generally be approached and left in the opposite direction of the skip. (ii) They have a tendency

to be ‘filled in.”  
9. Two consecutive skips in the same direction are possible but not common, because this practice goes against the tendency

described in #8, above.  When consecutive skips in the same direction occur, however…

9.1 •The larger of two consecutive skips in the same direction is generally the lower one.  The melodic forms of 

€ 

5
3 and 

€ 

6
4

triads are common in consecutive, same-direction skips, but 

€ 

6
3 skips involving whole notes are only occasionally possible.

Consecutive skips breaking up the octave (5th & 4th, or 4th & 5th) are OK if the larger of the two skips is generally on the bottom.
The 5th & 3rd combination of D-A-C is also possible in the Dorian Mode1.

9.2 •Gauldin says “it is unusual to find leaps larger than a third that continue in the same direction.”2  A third followed
by a second in the same direction is possible (but not common) provided the third is on the bottom and is preceded by a change of
direction.  A fourth followed by a second in the same direction, subject to the same restrictions, is unusual, while any combination
of larger intervals and a second in the same direction is so rare as to be avoided completely.  

9.3 Leaps should not occur in the middle of a line that moves in the same direction (i.e., step-skip-step, all moving ↑).
10. Ascending and descending skips of all perfect, major, and minor intervals up to the fifth, as well as the octave are

permitted. In addition, the ascending minor sixth is available.
11. The seventh degree is raised to approach the final by semitone at the cadence in the Dorian, Mixolydian, and Aeolian modes, but

not the Phrygian; also, it should not be approached by skip from below (i.e. so-ti-do).
12. Avoid outlining the tritone melodically, or by skip; B may be flattened to correct this (ficta).  However, melodies that span a

diminished fifth are not particularly problematic, especially if larger durations (like whole-notes) are used.
13. REPETITION: Avoid sequences; these are a feature of baroque and later music. Also avoid direct repetition of    any    figure.
14. A note may be repeated    once   , or 2-3 times if the C.F. is longer (as in the Schubert text), but never when C.F. is repeating a note.
15. The last note should be a breve.
16. According to Gauldin3, ‘the note B natural is handled with care.  Ascending leaps to this tone are rare.’
17. Begin and end only with the first or fifth degree of the mode in the top voice (slightly better to end with the final of the mode if

you can), but the bottom voice must begin and end with the final (to do otherwise would either create a dissonance or change the
mode, if counterpoint rule 2 (below) is adhered to.

Counterpoint:
1. Use consonances only (1, 3, 5, 6, 8); therefore, no PT, N,
2. Begin and end with 8ve, 5th, or unison in top voice, unison or 8ve in bottom voice. Unisons only at beginning or end.
3. Schubert says: “Avoid more than two perfect vertical intervals in a row.”4

4. Parallel and hidden (a.k.a. direct) 8ves and 5ths are not permitted (which also prohibits "horn fifths"). This means that perfect
intervals may only be approached by contrary or oblique motion.

5. Avoid exceeding about a tenth between parts; if you do, make darn sure it’s beautiful!
6. Use a mixture of harmonic interval types (3rds, 6ths, and perfect intervals). No more than three (or maybe four) parallel 3rds or 6ths in

a row.  
7. Avoid simultaneous, same direction skips in both voices. If they both skip by a 3rd it is “not so serious.” An 8ve skip is

considered note repetition and is therefore exempt from this rule.
8. Contrary motion is best; oblique and parallel motions are possible.  There should be at least 50% contrary motion.
9. Occasional part crossing is good. But not at the beginning or end, because it creates confusion as to which voice is high/low.

                                    
1Robert Gauldin:  A Practical Approach to Sixteenth-Century Counterpoint, 1985.  P. 18.
2ibid., P. 18.
3ibid., P. 17.
4 Peter Schubert: Modal Counterpoint, Renaissance Style, 2008. P. 30.
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S   ECOND    S   PECIES    (two half-notes against each C.F. whole-note)   

Melody:
Previous rules are still valid, except (or as well as):
1. No repetitions of notes in this or any remaining species (it’s fine in free counterpoint with text).
2. The rule concerning consecutive skips in the same direction, or any combination of steps and skips in the same

direction, is to be observed more strictly here.  However, an ascending second followed by a third in the same direction
(inverted cambiata shape) is permissible provided a stepwise change of direction follows; the retrograde of the above is less desirable
but possible.  A same-direction second/third combination is okay if the third is on the bottom, but the third requires a change of
direction on one side (so step-skip-step in same direction is not possible).

3. It is permissible to begin with an up-beat.
4. One or two whole notes may be used to approach the final breve.

Counterpoint:
1. Passing notes may occur on weak beats only; no neighbours or appoggiaturas.
2. The unison is possible on the weak half of a beat (beats 2 or 4) against a note at least double its value, or at the beginning

and end (as previously).
3. Fifths or octaves on successive accented beats must be used carefully (in contrary motion).
4. Reminder: No skips to or from dissonances.
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T    HIRD    S   PECIES    (four quarter-notes against each C.F. whole-note)   

Melody:
Previous rules are still valid, except (or as well as):

1. It is permissible to begin with an up-beat, usually following a quarter rest, occasionally following a rest of two or three quarters.

2. The penultimate C.F. whole note may be accompanied by (i) two quarters and a half note, (ii) two halves, or (iii) one whole note
in the counterpoint.

3. Ascending skips are only possible from unaccented (2nd or 4th) quarters preceded by a change of direction. Thus    is
not available, but  is fine, as is  (but the downward motion should continue to avoid a sequence).  and
similar figures involving larger leaps (5ths, m6ths, and 8ves) are also fine.

4. Descending skips are only possible from accented (1st or 3rd) quarters, except as noted in rules 5.3 and 8.

4.1 •Descending skips from two successive accented quarters are “not so good:”  creates an “oom-pah” effect, more usually
associated with Bavarian drinking songs, and other music from later periods.

5.     All        melodic       rules       are       to       be       observed        more       rigidly       here   , so two skips in the same direction are forbidden, as is a same-
direction step-skip-step combination.  However:

5.1. •A same-direction second/third combination is available if the larger interval (the third) is lower than the smaller
(the second) AND you don’t skip up from an accented quarter.  Thus  or  are NOT available (these also violate rule 3).

5.2 •An    ascending    third from an unaccented beat, followed by a second in the same direction, is fine if preceded by a change of
direction:   or  are both okay (but only if the skips don’t involve dissonances).

5.3 •A    descending    second from an accented beat, followed by a third in the same direction, is possible, but only if followed by a
stepwise change of direction.  This is known as the cambiata shape:   or  .  The inverted cambiata shape that was fine

in the second species is unavailable here.

6. Ascending scalar passages may peak on the first or third of a group of four quarters (i.e. the relatively accented ones) before
reversing stepwise direction ( ). Peaking on the second or fourth (i.e. the unaccented) quarters creates a syncopated agogic
accent, so  is not available.  For this reason…

6.1 •No upper neighbours (lower neighbours are fine):  = atypical;  = typical.  

7. Repeating the tone of the second quarter on the fourth quarter is “trivial” if the fourth quarter is approached from
above, UNLESS there is a scalar ascent peaking on the first or third quarter.  Thus,  or  are NOT good, but 
is fine (rule 6), as is   (because the repeated tone is approached from below).

7.1 •Related rule:  Don’t use same neighbor note twice in a row: 

8. Unaccented quarter, introduced from below, usually continues stepwise in the same (ascending) direction (  etc.), but

may skip down by a third (followed, of course, by a stepwse change of direction: ); therefore, no skips down from a

weak beat except by third.   is NOT available (it also violates rule 6).

Counterpoint:

1. Dissonances may only occur on weak quarters (2+4).

2. There are only 3 dissonance types possible:  2.1 Passing Notes; 2.2 Lower Neighbours; and 2.3 Cambiati (specifically,
the second note of a cambiata).  Esc., UN, APT, App., etc., are not available.

3. You may occasionally begin with a top-voice imperfect consonance here, but only if beginning on an unaccented portion of a
beat; otherwise continue to begin with a perfect consonance as previously.

4. Unison is allowed on any quarter except the first (in a group of four), unless at the beginning or end.

5. 5ths / 8ves on successive accented quarters may be permitted very rarely. If they are four quarters apart, they sound thin and may
imply parallel or consecutive 5ths/8ves, so caution must be exercised.
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THIRD SPECIES:  SKIPS, DISSONANCES, AND STYLISTIC SUMMARY

A. Everything you need to know about skips:
1. Skips may only occur between consonant harmonic intervals (this is not a new rule).

(Exception:  the second note of the cambiata figure may dissonate.)

2.     All   skips should be contained on either side.

(Exception:  a third and a second in the same direction are fine if the third] is lower than the second, and the third requires a
change of direction on one side1;   or  or .)

3. The only permissible skip from an accented quarter is down.

•However, skips from two successive accented quarters are “not so good.”  

4. The only permissible skip from an unaccented quarter is up.

(Exception:  Okay to skip down by third if followed by step up, as in:  1. Cambiata:  , or 2. 
2
)

5. Skips are generally    smaller    and occur   less       often    than in other species, and have a    strong    tendency to be filled in.
(This is because the notes move very quickly; think of them as 16th notes in 4/4 time.)

B. Everything you need to know about dissonances:
1. Dissonances may occur    only    on weak beats (beats two or four).

2. Only three types are possible:

i)    Passing       notes    (P),

ii)     Cambiati   (C); review examples on bottom third of p. 125 if necessary, and

iii)    Lower       neighbours    ((N) also known as   lower       auxiliaries   ).
(Exception:  an upper neighbour is possible if followed by a half note; see top of p. 91 in Jeppesen)

C. Some stylistic considerations:
Ascending scalar passages may peak on the first or third of a group of four quarters.
Previous stylistic guidelines are still in force, such as those regarding the general shape of the line3 (don’t meander aimlessly), single

high point (and, if possible a single low point), avoidance of sequences, over-use of the same motive, aimless melodies resulting from
overuse of the same few pitches, sudden register changes, “slow trills”, etc.

Note that there is a greater temptation to use sequences and/or overuse the same motive (such as the cambiata figure, for
example) in this species than in any other, simply because you have to write more notes.  Make a conscious effort to mix up the figures
that you use; i.e., if you use a cambiata twice, make sure the 2nd one is a good distance from the 1st.  

As we know, conjunct lines are easier to sing than disjunct lines.  This is increasingly true as notes move more quickly, so stepwise
motion and scalar fragments are particularly common in this species.  In all species there should be more conjunct than disjunct motion,
but in Jeppesen’s examples, the ratio of steps to skips increases as follows:  

•First species: Two steps for every skip (68% steps);
•Second species:  About the same (70% steps);
•Third species:  Six steps for every skip (86% steps).

Likewise, the melodic span increases as you move from the first to the third species.  Jeppesen’s first species examples span
anywhere from a fourth to an octave, averaging about a sixth; his second species examples range in melodic span from a fifth to a
tenth, averaging about an octave; however, his third species examples range from a ninth to a twelfth, with an average span of about
an eleventh.

                                    
1 See bottom of p. 119, and top of p. 120 in Jeppesen.
2 See melody rule #8, previous page.
3 “A particularly beautiful form, however, is the one that has its climax (highest note) toward the end of the melody and gradually reaches its
culmination in a soft and natural chain of smaller ascents and descents.”  (Jeppessen, p. 122, middle; see example that follows).
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F   OURTH    S   PECIES    (tied half-notes against each C.F. whole-note)   

Counterpoint:
1. Write melodies that move (mainly) in syncopated whole notes against the C.F.  
2. The aim here is to create as many suspensions as possible, although this should not come at the expense of the overall

attractiveness of the melodic shape.  For this reason, …
3. Non-suspended tied notes may also be used if consonant.
4. The third alternative is to use occasional non-tied half notes; these follow second species rules.  Too many non-tied notes weaken

the aim of this species, obviously.
5. It is permissible to begin with the up-beat.
6. The unison is available only with tied notes.
7. The only possible upper-voice suspensions are: 7-6 and 4-3.  The only lower-voice suspension is 2-3, the inversion of 7-6.

Remember, however, that if the lower part crosses above the C.F. then it can use upper-voice suspensions (and vice versa).
8. The 7-6 suspension or its inversion (2-3) is usually necessary at the cadence.
9. Suspensions have three stages:  

(i) Preparation (perfect or imperfect    consonance   ), which occurs on a WEAK beat1 (2 or 4 of 4/2 time),
(ii) Suspension (   dissonance   ), which must be on a STRONG beat (1 or 3), and
(iii) Resolution (imperfect    consonance   ) on to the subsequent WEAK beat.  ALL SUSPENSIONS RESOLVE DOWNWARDS BY STEP!

10. 5-6 or 6-5 are not suspensions, since they lack any suspension dissonance, but they are nevertheless available as non-suspended
tied notes under rule 3, above.

• In general, the aims of this species are (in    decreasing    order of preference):
i. To write as many suspensions as possible;
ii. To write non-suspended tied notes under rule (3) above; and
iii. To write 2nd species counterpoint when neither (i) or (ii) is possible or desirable, while at the same time trying to create a

good melodic shape (which, it must be acknowledged, is    very    difficult since suspension-filled lines tend to follow the general
contour of the C. F. to a greater degree than would be the case in counterpoint of any other species).

                                    
1In fifth species and free counterpoint it is possible for the preparation to occur on a strong beat, if using a dotted whole note.
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FIFTH SPECIES (all note values against C.F. whole-notes)

Previous rules are still valid, except (or as well as):
Melody:
1. Free rhythm:  All previous note values may be used; in addition, eighth notes are now available, subject to certain restrictions

(see 10 below).
2. Create "organic" and rhythmically varied melodies. (i) Rhythm: Build and release momentum gradually, e.g., W  w. h) h q

q h. q h h h h) q q q q h h.  iq h , etc.  Avoid abrupt stops and starts, e.g., q q q q W , or w q q q q w.  q iq W , etc., and “square” rhythms (i.e.,
consistent emphasis on the strong beats in each bar).  (ii) Melody: Try to create melodic contours that work gradually to and from
a peak, with lots of lesser peaks and valleys along the way (see next ex.).

3. In the ascent to and departure from a high note, the higher notes tend to have longer values (Jeppessen uses the analogy of
the law of gravity):  

4. A descending (and, to a lesser degree, ascending) quarter-note line should not begin on an accented  beat (meaning off

any beat, or on beats two and four):   or  
5. (While the above is also true for an ascending line, it     may    also begin on an accented quarter.)
6. If an ascending line of quarters follows an accented half-note, it is best to skip downwards from the half-note to

the first of the ascending quarters:   or 
7. It is best if quarter-note movement continues up to an accented longer note; however it may continue up to an

unaccented half-note if it is tied over into a suspension.  (See 2 previous examples.)
8. Two isolated quarters (or a quarter and two eighths) may not occur on accented beats (1 or 3) unless leading to a

suspension:  
9. Quarters usually appear in small-ish groups (3 – 6); avoid more than about 9 quarters in a row.

10. EIGHTH NOTES (i) only occur on unaccented  beats (i.e.,  iq   or h q iq), (ii) only occur in groups of two, (iii) are

introduced and left by step only (no skips), and (iv) are most often used to ornament suspensions (i.e., h)|q iq h). (v) They
typically form lower neighbours, but never upper neighbours,1 and (vi) they may occasionally fill-in the interval of a fourth
descending.

11. Quarter-note anticipations are now possible under the following circumstances:  •They must occur    off     beats 1 or 3 (i.e.,

accented  beats); •They must be approached by step from above; and •They are generally followed by a syncopated note, which

often forms a suspension (i.e., h h)|q   q   h) h h|W).
12. TIES: (i) You can only tie from white notes, which may be tied to notes of (ii) equal          value    (W( W, w( w, or h) h), or (iii) half          their

value    (W( w, w( h, or h) q ; i.e., W., w., or h.).  Therefore, (iv) a q may not be tied to    anything    (incl. q or e). (v) A short note may not
be tied to a long note (so |h w.| is not available because it is really |h h) w|). (vi) Ties that represent a double-dot are    not    available.

13. The quarter that follows a dotted half-note (h. q) must conform to third species rules (unless it is an anticipation). Therefore, you

cannot leap up to this note, since it represents a leap ↑ from an accented q (i.e., h) 


€ 

>

  q).
Counterpoint:
1. When using anticipations, incomplete neighbours, or eighth notes in conjunction with suspensions (off beats 1 or 3), the

resolution must (i) be a half-note or longer, and (ii) sound ON the subsequent weak beat (2 or 4) before moving on.

2. While the 3rd of 4 s still may not dissonate, if a pair of s descends from a downbeat half note (attacked or tied), the first     may   

dissonate: . The only other type of accented passing tone available (but very infrequently!) in quarters is the so called ‘filled-

in cambiata’2:  
3. The upper neighbour q may now only be used when preceding a weak beat white note (often used to lead to a susp.).
4. The cambiata may use    any    note values so long as the second note (the dissonance) is a quarter.  It should carry on in the same

direction (↑) unless the 4th note is a white note : , or , or   
5. The anticipation may be dissonant.
6. If the 1st of a pair of es is dissonant, it must be approached and left in a downward direction.
7. A weak-beat (i.e., beats 2 or 4) h that follows one or more qs must be consonant.

                                    
1See Jeppesen, p. 93 for discussion and examples of 8th-note treatment.  See also Gauldin, pp. 44-5.
2See Gauldin, p. 43 for discussion and an example of the ‘filled-in’ cambiata. Also, “a pair” of s means   just    a pair in this case, i.e., , not .
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F   REE     T    WO   -P   ART     C    OUNTERPOINT

Previous rules are still valid, except (or as well as):

1. All white notes (, , ) that move simultaneously must be consonant with each other.

2. Even-numbered s that move against s may be dissonant if P.T.s, but only    rarely    neighbours: .

3. A suspended quarter note may dissonate on a weak beat (2 or 4) in descending stepwise movement: . Schubert calls

it “diminished  4th species,” which “is more common in lighter styles.”1

4. Note against note   in       quarters       only    may dissonate, so long as each voice is treated correctly in itself. E.g., a simultaneous

cambiata/passing tone combination: , or an ant./p.t. combination:
 

.

5. Both voices should not be tied (and/or be repeated) over a strong beat) simultaneously.
6. Although a series of parallel 3rds/6ths is not generally advisable (because it is not contrapuntal), more are allowed in quarters than in

longer values.  My arbitrary limit: No more than ~5 in a row.  Contrary/conjunct motion is much preferred.

7. Avoid rhythmic unison (simultaneous, identical rhythmic values in both voices) “for more than 5 s or 9 s.”2 Contrasting rates

of activity is much preferred. In particular, avoid simultaneous identical rhythmic patterns for more than about one bar.

• THE REMAINING RULES ALL RELATE TO SUSPENSIONS:

8.1 Accented P.T. in the preparation for a suspension. The 3rd of 4 descending s may serve as a temporary dissonance in

preparing a suspension in the other voice: .    Restrictions   : (i) The 1st of the  must be fully accented; (ii) the 4th 

must be followed by a stepwise change of direction at the point where the suspension occurs (leading to the non-suspended note).

8.2 Accented P.T. in the preparation for a suspension. We learned in 5th species that the 1st of a    pair    of descending s may be

dissonant if following a downbeat  (attacked or tied). This device may be used in preparing a suspension (as in 8.1), and is

“   particularly         common         near         cadences   ,”3 N . B .  In the 3rd example that follows, consecutive dissonances occur:

, or , or even !   Spooky!

8.3 Accented P.T. in the preparation for a suspension. We also learned in 5th species about the A.P.T. that may occur in
relation to the so-called “filled in cambiata” figure. This too may be used in preparing a suspension (as in 8.1 and 8.2), as follows:

,or .

9. Change of bass/non-syncopating voice. The non-syncopating voice can jump to a different imperfect consonance on the

resolution beat, so 7-(6) suspension type could become 7-   3    or 7-   10   , for example: ,or .

10. 9-(8) Suspension.  Previously, the 9-8 was not available in 2 voices because the interval of resolution is a perfect consonance,
considered a ‘thin’ sound. We may now use the 9-(8) suspension type (sparingly!), provided there is a change of bass at the

resolution to an imperfect consonance, becoming, for example, 9-6: .

11. s in the non-syncopating voice, such as: . In this case, a L.N.  decorates the stable tone (the A in

the lower voice), against which there is an upper-voice 4-3 suspension.  An U.N.  decoration is also possible, but less common

due to the strong preference of L.N.s to U.N.s.  All examples of this device in Jeppesen are 3- (or greater) part; use sparingly!

                                    
1 Schubert, 2nd ed., p. 144.
2 Ibid, p. 149.
3 Gauldin, op.cit., p. 43.
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Setting the text:
1. White notes can carry syllables.
2. A single quarter note may carry a syllable only if it follows a dotted half and is followed by a white note.
3. The first of several quarter notes in a row may carry a single syllable.
4. The natural accents of the text should normally occur on musical accents.
5. Don't change syllables immediately after quarters, only after white notes.
6. The final syllable coincides with the final note, even if it means breaking one of the above rules.
7. Repetition of tones requires new syllables, with the exception of the quarter-note anticipation, which should not carry a syllable

change.
8. The two parts usually change syllables at different times; if imitation is used, syllable changes should correspond accordingly.

Setting the text:
1. White notes can carry syllables.
2. A single quarter note may carry a syllable only if it follows a dotted half and is followed by a white note.
3. The first of several quarter notes in a row may carry a single syllable.
4. The natural accents of the text should normally occur on musical accents.
5. Don't change syllables immediately after quarters, only after white notes.
6. The final syllable coincides with the final note, even if it means breaking one of the above rules.
7. Repetition of tones requires new syllables, with the exception of the quarter-note anticipation, which should not carry a syllable

change.
8. The two parts usually change syllables at different times; if imitation is used, syllable changes should correspond accordingly.

Imitation:
1. Imitation is highly-desirable in polyphonic music.
2. Real imitation was preferred in the 16th C, with some tonal imitation.
3. Imitation may also occur by inversion, augmentation, or diminution, although these devices were more popular before Palestrina's

time.  Retrograde imitation is not characteristic of the style.
4. Stretto (overlapping) imitation is the most common.
5. Imitation may occur in any interval relationship whatsoever, although imitation at the fifth was most common in Palestrina's music

(especially at the beginning of a motet), with imitations at the unison or octave also frequent.
6. The actual interval occurring under or over the imitative voice's (follower's) first note may be a perfect or imperfect consonance.
7. The melody to be imitated should posses some memorable characteristics in order to be recognizable when accompanied later by

counterpoint.
8. Try to continue the imitation for at least 2-3 bars, although the imitating voice is not obliged to introduce more of the theme than

the preceding voice has sung at the entrance of the imitation.
9. After 2-3 bars, the imitation may (i) continue, (ii) break off, or (iii) change type, meaning you can have real imitation for 2-3 bars

that then switches to imitation by inversion, or by augmentation, etc.

Cadences:
1. .
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THREE-PART COUNTERPOINT

FIRST SPECIES (two parts in whole-notes against the C.F.)

All melodic rules and considerations have been covered.

Counterpoint:
1. The upper two voices should each be independently consonant with the bass, but need not necessarily be

consonant with each other.  This permits the diminished triad in first inversion, but no second inversion
chords (because one of the voices would form a 4th with the bass).  

2. The rule that If both voices skip in the same direction, neither should skip more than a 4th is now only
valid for outer voices in three and more parts, AND only if all voices move in similar motion.

3. Hidden fifths and octaves are only forbidden between outer voices now.  However, "horn fifths"
between any two (including the outer) voices are now available.

4. Unisons may be used freely between any two voices, but only at the beginning or end for all voices.
5. One can begin with a complete triad only if all voices begin at once (as is necessarily the case in first

species) and the triad is major.  Otherwise begin with unisons, fifths, or octaves (etc.).  
6. One may close with any form (complete, incomplete, unisons, etc.) of the triad.
7. Don't double the leading tone.
8. Use complete triads whenever possible.

SECOND SPECIES (one part in half-notes, one part in whole-notes against the C.F.)

Counterpoint:
The only new information is this:  Cadences may be introduced with syncope dissonances in 4th species

style, and if the syncope is in the lower voice, it may resolve (via the 2-3 suspension) to a diminished triad
in root position, but only in close position.

THIRD SPECIES (one part in quarter-notes and one part in whole-notes against the C.F.)

Nothing new to report; just do it.
It is also worthwhile to try writing one part in quarter notes, one part in half notes, against the C.F. in

whole notes; i.e. all three species at once.  Those curious in this regard should check pp. 184-187 of
Jeppesen.

FOURTH SPECIES (one part in tied half-notes and one part in whole-notes against C.F.)

The suspensions must be treated correctly with the lower voice only.
Third and fourth species may be combined against the C.F. as an additional exercise.

FIFTH SPECIES (two free voices against the C.F.)

The Consonant Fourth:
The consonant fourth is a fourth brought in stepwise on a weak beat (2 or 4) in half-notes (?) over a

stationary (long) bass tone.  The fourth is then tied into a suspension dissonance, and then resolves
regularly.  The quality of mild dissonance on the preparation beat is not as strong as the subsequent
suspension, and the long bass note is felt as "pedal-like", which diminishes the listener's sense of
dissonance for the fourth, making it relatively consonant.

FOUR-PART COUNTERPOINT

FIRST SPECIES (three parts in whole-notes against each C.F. whole-note)

Hidden/Direct octaves are now permissible if the top part moves by step.
No new rules are necessary for the remaining species.  Congratulations; you did it!


